Title of Presentation: (Reveals what the study/issue is about, can offer conclusions, can be catchy and provocative, but should not exaggerate and should be true)

Maximum length of abstract submissions is 350 words for the next five areas (rationale, purpose, approach, content, and clinical implications). Please use the word count function in your word processor to ensure you do not exceed the 350 word limit.

Rationale: (This paragraph should synthesize information on the reason this topic is important and the historical information, literature, or other information that forms the basis of the problem you are studying. DO NOT include any presenter biographical information)

Purpose: (The main/overarching goal of this presentation.)

Approach: (Explains the educational observations or intervention, including data collection and analysis, as applicable.)

Content: (Summary of your observations/results)

Clinical Implications: (The interpretation of your results, implications, limitations and suggestions for future work or research)

You will also need to include the following information in your submission (this does NOT count toward your 350 word count):

Educational Objectives: (These are learning goals that your audience should be able to demonstrate upon attending your presentation. You must have a minimum of three objectives listed by numerical bullets that completes the sentence below and utilizes action verbs such as “demonstrate”, “describe”, “perform”, “apply”, “analyze” or “evaluate” for each objective)

At the end of the presentation, the participants will be able to...

1.
2.
3.